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Jane Garvey: Louise Stern is a short story writer obsessed with communication.  Her new collection of stories, “Chattering”, features a string of characters who are often isolated or ignored….there  are lots of  mixed messages and misunderstandings. So far, so what, you might be thinking….but what sets Louise Stern apart is the fact that she’s been deaf from birth, and her first language is American Sign Language. She also communicates, like her characters, in any other way she can…lip-reading, note-scribbling, even gut instinct.  Her story The Black and White Dog is about the noise a deaf family makes – even the dog.

Extract: BLACK AND WHITE DOG 
From CHATTERING: STORIES 
By Louise Stern 
ISBN 978-1-84708-118-6

The family joke was that the dog could smell hearing
people, because whenever a hearing person came to
the house – a door-to-door salesman, or a Jehovah’s
Witness in a painfully neat suit, or one of the few
people they knew in the neighbourhood – the dog
would get caught up in an almost ecstatic frenzy of
barking, her body jerking and twisting. When deaf
people came to the house the dog would only bark a
few times and then settle down to her usual graceful
trot around the house

For a long time Beth believed that the dog actually could 
smell hearing people, that they had a strange scent all their own. 
It made sense when she thought about it. 
Deaf people communicated with their bodies.
Their language was physical. They stood differently,
more heavily - or maybe it was more firmly. Most
hearing people felt flighty and nervous to her. So why
shouldn’t they smell different? She thought they probably
smelled a bit acid, although she’d never got close
enough to a hearing person to really smell them.
Later she realized that it was just the unfamiliar sound of 
hearing people’s voices that the dog was reacting to. 

Jane: 	In my interview with Louise you can hear her signing, but the voice is that of her interpreter, Oliver Pouliot.  We began by talking about this story and just how noisy Louise’s own family were.

INTERVIEW: 

Louise: 
It’s funny because most people think that deaf people are very silent but we’re actually very, very noisy people. Some of the details in that story are actually taken from real life, from my family growing up. We always made a lot of noise, always kind of banging on the floor. We had a white wooden floor in our house. Because you don’t know when someone’s in the other room, so you’ll just bang on the floor in one room and then if in another room someone feels it they know someone else is home. So, my father always thought making noise was the funniest thing to do of course. He would say ‘Come on!’ to us when we were kids and he’d go into the corner of the shower and we’d all huddle around him and he would scream as loud as he could and you could feel the vibrations and of course it would echo in the bathroom. 

Jane: 
So how did you get on with your neighbours? 

Louise: 
We didn’t! 

Jane: 
So – the whole family were deaf – there was no hearing member of your immediate family at all? 

Louise: 
No – I’m 4th generation deaf, my grandparents, aunts and uncles, cousins, everyone is deaf. But I grew up with one girl who was 10th generation deaf. So… I’m ok. 

Jane: 
(laughs) You say that, and you’ve got a smile on your face but – em - how do you escape what could be… almost a deaf ghetto if I can put it that way? 

Louise: 
Through my art. 

Jane: 
In the book you mention several times that hearing people are very different, they are physically different. Why is that, what do they do? 

Louise: 
Weird things. Really, deaf people have a different language. They communicate with the body so we tend to be much more physical and we have a lot of eye contact. So, you look at people when you talk to them so I think those two things really make hearing people different. Hearing people don’t tend to make eye contact when communicating, they tend to just kind of look around wherever and also when you speak your voice kinds of disappears into thin air. And that really influences your relationship to other people and your relationship to the world. 

Jane: 
Why, I don’t understand that - what do you mean? 

Louise: 
So, with sign language it’s a concrete language and you can see yourself signing, and when you sign your physical movements in front of your body stay in your view longer than you can hear your own voice. So when you speak there’s a lot of kind of witticisms and a lot of it is kind of full of air and it floats away. So a lot of hearing people say things just to fill gaps or fill silence. 

Jane: 
We were talking on the programme last week about lying – is it easier or harder to lie when you’re deaf?  

Louise: 
I think it’s harder. It’s funny I was talking to another client of Oliver’s last week and he became deaf later in life and he was saying that after he became deaf he became more honest. And I thought that was really interesting because I always had that gut feeling but I wasn’t sure if it was true but here I have someone who has become deaf and therefore said that he’s become more honest. Of course that’s a generalisation I don’t mean to say that all deaf people are very honest and would never lie but there is something inherent within the language that is different.  

Jane: 
Many people of course that you come across Louise don’t sign - don’t understand sign language - how do you communicate with them? 

Louise: 
With paper and pen and that works just fine for me. 

Jane: 
But how can it work just fine? 

Louise: 
Erm it’s funny it’s another kind of different relationship: when you have a pen and paper conversation with someone it forces more intimacy within the conversation because you have to actually think about what you’re saying because you have record of it on a piece of paper. And also I like it because it’s a false way of communicating for both myself and the other person so it makes us more equal in a way. 

Jane: 
What about the morning after? Let’s say you’ve had what you believe to be a great night out and then the next morning you wake up and you reread it – is it still always a great night out? 

Louise: 
Tell me about it! The morning after is awful because you have a serious hangover most of the time and you have this shallow awful conversation in front of you. It’s part of why I feel that I need to make art and to write because the relationship that we have with language becomes so intense and strange and uneasy. 

Jane: 
What would you like me to take away from this book of short stories, what should I know, having read it, that I didn’t know before? 

Louise: 
I think I’d like you to start questioning language itself and not taking it for granted, and understand that not having a language is one of the most strange things that can happen to a human.  

Jane: 
In what way? 

Louise: 
Because many deaf people in the stories don’t have language at all: they don’t sign, they don’t speak, and they don’t write. And that makes their relationship with the world completely different because they have no way to contextualise anything. 

Jane: 
What about the relationship Louise between you and Oliver? Because I’m so conscious during the course of this conversation that you are utterly reliant on Oliver and you need Oliver to tell me the truth of what you’re saying. And how do I - 

Louise (interrupts):
Well Oliver says whatever he wants to I’m just saying something completely different, I’m sure!

Jane: 
Well obviously that’s what concerns me! 

Louise: 
I mean he’s better than a ventriloquist’s dummy! (laughs) 

Jane: 
But you do trust each other – you trust Oliver 100 % do you? 

Louise: 
It took me a long time – really, before Oliver I had a lot of bad experiences with interpreters and I thought I would just write back and forth with people for the rest of my life and I refused to use interpreters unless I absolutely had to. But we became friends actually first and then established a kind of working relationship and at this point we feel it’s more of a collaboration than anything else. And it is something that I am very thankful to have and it’s something rare I think and he’s a good guy. 

Jane: 
He’s a good guy – that’s you saying that Oliver ok? 
(Louise laughs) I’m supposed to trust you. 

Louise:  (laughing) 
One time we were on the tube and it was very crowded during rush hour with other friends and I said “Oh I have the worst cramps - Oh I feel so PMS-y right now.” And Oliver didn’t say anything and we were with a hearing friend and I said “Tell her what I just said!” And so Oliver said ‘No – I’m on crowded tube I’m not telling everyone I am PMS-y and I have cramps!’  

Jane: 
This is idiotic but I’m really interested in what the sign language for PMS is please? 

Louise: 
Well, cramps is like this (digs hands into stomach) 

Jane:  
OK so you knead your hands together … OK that’s pretty effective I can see where that comes from. 

Louise: 
That is what I mean when I’m talking about sign language being more physical. 

Jane:  
Yes I really get it now. But the bad experiences you had in the past with people translating for you - can you tell us something about them? 

Louise: 
(Laughs) Oh my god…  
So I went to a school for the deaf and I went to a hearing school for a few classes because the deaf school didn’t have the same access to language that I had growing up with a deaf family. It was a very small school as well. So they thought it might be a good idea for me to go to a hearing school with an interpreter. So one of - I have loads of stories like this but - one of my interpreters, and back then there weren’t any professional qualifications for interpreters so anyone who knew how to sign could show up at school, and be an interpreter and educational interpreters on top of that tend to get paid less than other interpreters and I lived in a small suburb and not a big city so - you can imagine the choices. My interpreter was a very old woman and she had one leg shorter than the other so she had to wear these shoes with higher - platforms – built up - and she learned how to sign in church and she says (pitying voice) “I just want to help these deaf people” because of whatever so I ended up going to school with her as a young child and she could not understand ANYTHING I said (Louise starts laughing loudly) so she stood up during the lunch hour on the table and she signed - and sang - Jesus Loves Me! And I’m sitting there with all of these hearing kids already feeling like the deaf retard, and here is this old lady who is assigned to be with me standing up on the table singing AND signing Jesus Loves Me… 

Jane: 
… I can see how that wouldn’t help you to fit in to be honest… 

Louise: 
… and I’m Jewish! 

Jane: 
Which also doesn’t help. Ok (laughs) That was lovely thank you Louise for coming in, we really appreciate it and it’s Chattering – Louise’s collection of short stories and it’s out now. 


